Role of dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (E3) and a novel E3-binding protein in the NADH sensitivity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex from anaerobic mitochondria of the parasitic nematode, Ascaris suum.
The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDC) plays changing roles during the aerobic-anaerobic transition in the life cycle of the parasitic nematode, Ascaris suum. However, the dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (E3) subunit appears to be identical in all stages, despite the fact that the PDC is less sensitive to NADH inhibition in anaerobic muscle. Therefore, we have cloned cDNAs encoding E3 and a novel anaerobic-specific E3-binding protein (E3BP) that lacks the terminal lipoyl domain found in E3BPs from yeast and mammals, and functionally expressed E3 and E3 mutants designed to have decreased dimer stability on the assumption that the binding of E3 to an anaerobic-specific E3BP might stabilize the E3 dimer interface and decrease E3 sensitivity to NADH inhibition. As predicted, the mutants exhibited decreased thermal stability, increased sensitivity to NADH and the binding of E3(Y18F) to the E3-depleted core of the pig heart PDC increased E3 activity and decreased E3 sensitivity to NADH inhibition. However, although the free A. suum E3 was less sensitive to NADH inhibition than the pig heart E3, both E3s were significantly more sensitive to NADH inhibition when assayed with dihydrolipoamide than their corresponding PDCs assayed with pyruvate. More importantly, the binding of rE3 to its core complex had little effect on its apparent K(m) for NAD(+), K(i) for NADH inhibition, or the NADH/NAD(+) ratio yielding 50% inhibition. These data suggest that although binding to the core stabilizes the E3 dimer interface, it does not play a significant role in reducing the sensitivity of the A. suum PDC to NADH inhibition during anaerobiosis.